Rapid nucleic acid melting analyses using a microfabricated electrochemical platform.
Microfabrication methods have been used to fabricate a new microscale platform that integrates thermal control and multi-electrode components to enable rapid, temperature-dependent electrochemical measurements on small-volume fluid samples. A wide range of biochemical phenomena can be characterized with the device, for example, when monitoring interactions at the working electrode between probe and target species which include an electroactive moiety. Employing square wave voltammetry, we have demonstrated the utility and reproducibility of the microplatform in melting studies on full-match, single-mismatch, and double-mismatch DNA structures of relevance to single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) discrimination. As shown, the small size of the reported device, low volume for the samples it can interrogate (∼10 μL), individual addressing of platform components and fast localized heating (settling times ∼5 s) combine to allow for efficient sample analyses. In addition, a straight-forward route exists, involving replication into array formats and integration with microfluidics, for extending the technology toward eventual high throughput work on drug discovery and medical diagnostics.